Thermal decomposition of branched silanes: a computational study on mechanisms.
The initial steps of the thermal decomposition of silanes in the gas phase were examined by DFT-B3LYP calculations, with particular attention being paid to the way in which the reactivity pattern changes with the degree of branching of the silane. Besides the established pathways-1,2-hydrogen shift, H(2) elimination, and homolytic dissociation-1,3-hydrogen shift was also explored as an initial reaction step which leads to disilene structures. Subsequent silylene insertion and initial steps of radical chain reactions were also studied. To estimate the energetic changes with temperature, various reaction free energies and the corresponding activation free energies up to 650 °C were calculated. Accordingly, the leading reaction channel at room temperature is 1,2-hydrogen shift with subsequent silylene insertion; for higher degrees of branching, competing pathways (homolytic dissociation, 1,3-hydrogen shift, and radical polymerization) gain in relative importance. At high temperatures, the rate-determining step changes to homolytic dissociation, and thereby the apparent rates of decomposition become dependent on the degree of branching.